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Who cares what women want? 

•  Women are the mega niche; the underserved market of all markets

¶  Women represent just over 50% of the population but make over 85% 
of consumer purchasing decisions, fueling 2/3 of the U.S. GNP

¶  Women determine 85% of all consumption including categories you 
might not expect like 60% of all cars and 40% of all stocks

¶  Yet marketers often focus on teens, seniors and men but not the 
household CEO

Bottom line: 
This survey helps mainstream 

marketers understand alpha women’s 
issues and better serve them
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So, what is Ginger’s Alpha PanelTM Survey? 

Ginger’s Alpha PanelTM

•  Proprietary panel of 400 women in 10 U.S. markets
•  New York, Chicago, San Francisco, Minneapolis, Charlotte, Los Angeles, Philadelphia, Seattle, 

Austin, Denver

•  Consumer influencers and ahead-of-the-curve opinion leaders in their peer 
groups and circles
•  Including business, academia, politics, style, spirituality, parenting, sports & fitness, and design 

•  Alphas represent the tipping point
•  For what mainstream women will be thinking about and doing six months to two years from now

Ginger’s Alpha Panel Survey
•  Online survey conducted March 5-16, 2012

•  Covering the economy and shopping habits, gifting occasions including Mother’s Day, the state of 
the nation and the alpha recipe for the perfect president 

•  2012 survey results reflect a 45% response rate
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What do alpha women want? Four key insights 

1 Personal finances looking up a bit; 
spending more but not like before

2 Everyday luxuries back in her budget;  
what women can and can’t live without

3 What women want for Mother’s Day and 
beyond

4 Essential ingredients that make up the 
perfect president
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Not-so-new normal

Surprising priorities

Gift wishing

Presidential recipe
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Insight #1:  The not-so-new normal 

•  The economy hasn’t changed and isn’t in a phase - it’s just 
the way we live now

•  Alpha-respondents say their household finances are starting 
to look up a bit, and most strike a balance between 
thoughtful spending and regular saving



Household finances looking up, carefully 
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Q:  What’s the 411 on your personal economic state? 

#1
(29%)

We are managing but frankly, I liked my luxuries.  
It’s not fun making cuts and having to be so careful

#2
(27%)

Things have taken a turn for the better in 
the past year

“We’re comfortable but still wary and are spending conservatively”

“Doing well but being more thoughtful and less impulsive” 

There’s less handwringing regarding the economy but 
Alphas still feel the need to be prudent

Source:  2012 Ginger’s Alpha PanelTM
#1 Not-so-new normal



She is combining thoughtful spending with 
regular saving   
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Q:  What tops your personal economic agenda this year? 

53% Budgeting for one splurge like a vacation or new furniture

35% Paying down debt 

31% Putting more into savings

“Trying to live a simpler a life while still enjoying the things we love”

Most have one splurge planned but are also 
prudently shoring up savings or paying down debt

Source:  2012 Ginger’s Alpha PanelTM
Not-so new normal#1 Not-so-new normal
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Insight #2:  Surprising priorities 

Some everyday luxuries will come back, �
but others won’t



What is and isn’t on her everyday luxury list 

Yes, will add back in her budget

38% New apparel items for the season 

22% Spa services like massage 

15% Eating out more 

10% Gym membership
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Q:  If you can afford the splurge, which everyday 
luxury tops your list?

Renewed interest in non-essentials is good news for marketers, 
but not all categories are back on Alpha’s buying lists

Surprising priorities#2 Surprising priorities

No, have learned to do without

32% Updating to include premium cable

11% Coffee-shop coffee
Eating out more
Salon hair color
Nails



The smart phone is officially more essential than sex. 
Sweating more essential than sweets. 
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Q:  What’s the one thing you couldn’t live 
without for 30 days? 

41% Smartphone 4% Sex

26% Exercise 2% Sweets

11% Morning Coffee 1% TV & movies

7% Makeup 1% Social networking

6% Adult beverages

Smartphone an essential lifeline. Trumps sex, 
social networking, and even her morning coffee

Source:  2012 Ginger’s Alpha PanelTM
Surprising priorities#2 Surprising priorities



What do they really want from their smart 
phone?  Here are the top requests 
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Q:  If your smart phone had a super power 
what would it be? 

27% Battery that works for days and days and days

13% Voice navigator for my map function

11% (tie) Dinner on the fly app that knows what I have on 
hand and suggests recipes
(tie) Best price locator

9% Personal stylist app to analyze my closet and suggest 
outfits every morning

Source:  2012 Ginger’s Alpha PanelTM
Surprising priorities#2 Surprising priorities
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Insight #3:  Gift wishing trends 

When it comes to gifting, women want both 
special treatment and a special “treat”



Women want recognition and effort to go 
into their special days 
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Q:  When it comes to special days (Birthday,  Valentine’s Day) �
how would you like to be recognized?

41% Plan a special way to celebrate my day

16% Significant gift, like a luxury handbag or 
technology splurge

LAST
4% A card

2% A handmade item

Source:  2012 Ginger’s Alpha PanelTM
#3 Gift wishing



Given the choice, she’d like to spend 
Mother’s Day with her children 
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Q:  Bottom line, what’s the ideal way to be recognized on 
Mother’s Day?

27% Spend most of the day with my kids

18% Queen for a Day – family fusses over me

17% Lighten my chore list (hire out 
housecleaning, have car detailed, plant all 
the flowers)

0% Meal out without the kids

Source:  2012 Ginger’s Alpha PanelTM
#3 Gift wishing
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Insight #4:  Presidential recipe 

#4 Presidential recipe

The Perfect President 

Alphas want a substantive, 
roll-up-your-sleeves chief 
executive to tackle tough 

problems



What women want in the perfect president 
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Q:  What is your (5-ingredient) recipe for �
the ideal president?

70% Confidence in steering our economy 

63% Can compromise, work with the other party 

59% Has a track record of getting things done 

52% Has foreign policy expertise 

50% Prioritizes education and health care funding 

Source:  2012 Ginger’s Alpha PanelTM
#4 Presidential recipe



Where women won’t compromise on their 
chief executive leader 
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Q:  What’s your deal breaker?  If the candidate is 
associated with this, you can’t get behind him/her

34% Lack of confidence that he/she can steer our economy 

28% Unwilling to compromise, really work with the other party 

23% Waffling too easily on important issues

21% Doesn’t share my views on abortion

6% Has had a personal scandal

Source:  2012 Ginger’s Alpha PanelTM
#4 Presidential recipe



Survey methodology 

•  Ginger’s Alpha Panel Survey is an annual online survey conducted with 
the 400 alpha females in Ginger’s Alpha Panel

•  Survey was conducted within the 10 alpha panel markets in the U.S.

•  Alpha respondents were 21 to 65 years old  
¶  Alpha women are professionally hand recruited and must fit alpha criteria to join
¶  This study was fielded March 5-16, 2012

•  Survey topics focused on work, family life, self improvement, shopping 
habits and the state of the nation

•  2012 survey results reflect a 45% response rate

Source:  2012 Ginger’s Alpha PanelTM
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